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Dont just experiment with this solution
out of curiosity. While it sounds great, its
not a complete solution. Just like proper
surround speakers, the sound coming

from your headphones will be a bit less
accurate than what you get from

speakers. But because of the way things
are set up, using your headphone

mixdown to simulate a multi-channel
playback setup is probably one of the

best and most universal solutions
available. If you do decide to explore a
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surround setup with headphones, try
auditioning the surround simulation

plugins mentioned above to see if they
offer enough bang for your buck to get
you started. The Mixer Plugins category

contains a variety of plugins that give you
more direct control over the active mixing
buss on which your active mix is running.

The top option in this category is the
Remove Buss Sync plugin. This plugin

essentially has the same effect as turning
the volume on your speakers down to
zero when using headphones, as it will

mute the entire mix. This is a great way
to prevent unintentional feedback while
trying to test the mixes you are making

with headphones. The Channel Mixer
category contains a variety of plugins

that control the individual channels of a
stereo mix. The top plugin in this

category is the Cut Mix plugin. This plugin
allows you to cut individual channels out

of the stereo mix, resulting in a mono
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version of the original stereo mix. This is
a great way to isolate individual sources

and test them independently. You can use
this plugin to isolate individual

instruments or vocals for an isolated
playback option.
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The Virtual DJ package includes the free
AudioEase Audio Editor which is among
the worlds best and most feature rich
sound editors. It gives you full editing
tools to retune your sounds, mix your
tracks and do just about anything else

youd like to do with a wavefile. For a free
editor, its absolutely essential. For me, its
also a nice tool to get into when editing

sounds that Im using for my DJ mixes, as
its very easy to hear the difference

between a really poor sounding sound
and one that sounds really good when

ported into some of the sound plugins in
the package. If youre building a remix,

youll be making a lot of sound edits from
track to track, and AudioEase is a very
user friendly sound editing tool, with a
huge library of sounds. One of the first

plugins I ran across when I started DJing
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was Morphit. Even at its early days of
release, its setup was simple to use and it
was a pleasure to work with, so I bought it
immediately. When I upgraded to a better
set of headphones that came with a new

laptop, it was a matter of minutes to
swap from using the old (better)

headphones to the new set of cans, and
then immediately get back into a great

mix. I always recommend a tool like this if
youre going to be swapping headphones
on a regular basis. Its name refers to the
compression ratio employed for online

broadcasts, which are often compressed
to 6 or 8 bit resolution. So if youre looking
for a really good lower bitrate you can go
quite a bit beyond that with the lessors.

Another option would be to buy the
Virtual DJ plugins (see above) and edit
your own sounds if theyre not already

pretty good quality. Its possible that some
of the sounds in the Virtual DJ package

are already compressed to lower bitrates,
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but if not, you can try editing them
yourself to try to get to a lower bitrate.
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